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Abstract 
An algorithm of structure analysis of an input 3D points cloud and 
planes discrimination is proposed. The algorithm is based on the 
hierarchical and randomized Hough transform. The algorithm al-
lows detecting image regions corresponding to planes instead of 
separate points, and partially converting 3D model from cloud of 
points to refined mesh. 
Keywords: 3D recovery, points cloud structure analysis, planes 
detection, Hough transform, homography refinement, mesh re-
finement. 

 
Figure 1. Example of stereo pair of images used to find 3D cloud 

of points. 

 
Figure 2. Input 3D points cloud. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are a lot of algorithms that allow finding feature points on 
images, establishing correspondences between such points on dif-
ferent images and determining 3D coordinates of them [1-5]. In 
the visualization systems three-dimensional scenes are generally 
represented as mesh surfaces because a set of 3D points describes 
an object insufficiently. But direct application of Delaunay trian-
gulation [6, 7] or construction of convex hulls [6] brings to an in-
adequate mesh model. Particularly, errors of 3D coordinates of 
points and a lack of feature points near dihedral angles bring to 
effect of a “wrinkled” model. 
In this work the following approach is proposed. Inputs of the 
algorithm are a set of images (Figure 1), feature points founded on 
them, established correspondences between points, recovered 3D 
coordinates of these points (Figure 4) and their errors estimates. 
To form hypotheses of planes the Hough transform [8] for planes 
was applied to 3D cloud of points. Then the homography matrices 
[1] were found by feature points on images related to the hypothe-
sis. The homography matrices are refined to subpixel accuracy us-
ing algorithms based on optical flow [9]. Using these matrixes 
images are transformed to the same position of the hypothetic 
plane and the difference images are computed. If intensity on dif-
ference image is low and dispersion on initial images is high in 
vicinity of feature points related to the plane, hypothesis can be 
considered to be right. For such hypotheses satisfying connected 
domains are picked out. Points related to such plane fragment are 
replaced in 3D model by polygons. 
Numerical experiments were executed with the data had been 
found by the algorithm [5] from stereo pair of images (Figure 1). 

2. HYPOTHESIZING 

To form hypotheses of planes the Hough transform [8] was ap-
plied to 3D cloud of points. To increase a speed of calculations 
and to save a memory the hierarchical and randomized version of 
it was used. 

2.1 Parameterization of plane 
A plane in three-dimensional space 

0,0 222 ≠++==+++ CBASDCzByAx  (1) 

can be determined by three points which do not situated on one 
line. 

( ) ( ) ( 213132321 zzyzzyzzyA −+− )+−=
( ) ( ) ( 123312231 zzxzzxzzxB −+− )+−=
( ) ( ) ( 213132321 yyxyyxyyxC )−+−+−=

312231123132213321 yxzyxzyxzyxzyxzyx zD −−−++= , 
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where , ( )iii zyx ,, 3,1=i  - coordinates of points situat
on the plane. 

ed 

Parameters A, B, C, D can be determined up to scale, therefore 
it’s possible to parameterize a plane by directional cosines.  

ρααα =++ zyx zyx coscoscos

yxz ααα 2cos2cos1cos −−±=  
(3) 

where xαcos , 
yαcos  are directional cosines, ρ is the distance 

between the origin of coordinate system and the plane. 
Direction of a plane normal (choice of its surface) is not essential, 
therefore sign «+» was used in formula (3). Thus, a plane can be 
parameterized by the following values: 
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The parameter space is bounded: 

xαcos , 1cos ≤yα , ( )iiii
zyx ,,max2<ρ , Ni ..1= ,  

where i – index of an any feature point 
therefore it can be divided into cells and each of them corresponds 
to range of parameters. The division of parameters space is uni-
form. Plane searching was executed by consecutive detailing of 
division of parameter space, in other words by consecutive ap-
proximation of the sought plane parameters. 

2.2 Detailing of parameter space division 
If a number of points is large, searching of all sets of three points 
is too long. Therefore, on each detailing step, if (N – a 
number of input or found on the previous step points), then 

MN >
Nβ  

sets of three points were considered, where 

( )( ) NMMMMM ⋅=≈−− β321: . 

For each such set, if the points were not close to each other and 
one line, plane parameters were calculated with the formu-
las (2), (1), (4). If the appropriate cell of accumulator hadn’t con-
tained these points yet, they were placed into it. 
For each cell, containing more, then  points (m – a num-

ber of step), next detailing step was executed. The threshold nT  
– number of the last step) describes a minimal size of a plane that 
should be found, and it makes sense to be not less than 

. An accumulator, detailing the cell, was build 
only for a range of parameters, in which planes, related to cell on 
the previous step, occurred. 
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where i – index of an any feature point. 
In the numerical experiments three detailing steps were executed, 
the threshold NT 1,03 = , 25=β , and a size of accumulators 

was 322 222 ××  on every step. 

2.3 Eliminating of outliers 
Let’s denote a plane found by three point as . A centre of mass 
of parameters of planes  (i – a number of plane), which had 

fallen into accumulator cell, corresponds to an average plane. 
Let’s denote it as 

3P

iP ,3

{ }ραα ,cos,cos yxcmP = . 

From accumulators of the last detailing step, which contain more 
than the threshold  points, points were deleted, if the distance 

between them and the plane  is larger than 
nT

cmP ),,max( zyx εεε , 

where 
zyx εεε ,,  - errors of points coordinates. If after eliminating 

of all such points a number of points in the cell remained larger 
than , then  can be considered as a hypothetic plane. nT cmP

3. CHECKING OF HYPOTHESES 

3.1 Finding of a homography matrix 
To check hypothesis a homography matrix was found by points, 
related to this hypothesis. Normalized DLT algorithm [1, alg .4.2, 
p. 109] was used for it. Only points, which were related by Hough 
transform to the hypothesis, were used to find homography, there-
fore using of the robust algorithms like RANSAC for eliminating 
of outliers is not required. 

3.2 Image registration 
The first image was transformed using obtained homography ma-
trix. Bilinear interpolation was used for it to increase computa-
tional effectiveness and to avoid artifacts like the Gibbs effect. 

      
Figure 3. Difference images corresponding to the different  

hypothetic planes. 
Then a difference image (Figure 3) of the second and transformed 
first images was computed and final matching of plane areas was 
executed using method Shi-Tomasi [9]. Planes had been found 



sufficiently precisely on the Hough transformation stage, there-
fore sought correction was little enough to be approximated by 
the affine model [9]. If the hypothetic 3D plane really exists on 
the images, then corresponding area on the difference image was 
almost black unlike areas, witch are not on this 3D plane. 

4. EXTRACTION OF PLANE AREAS ON IMAGES 

To pick out areas, corresponding to the found plane, the Bresen-
ham filling algorithm [10] was executed on difference image. Pre-
viously difference image was smoothed by convolution with the 
gaussian function with the large σ  ( 15=σ  was used) to 
smooth an edge of a black area and at the same time to smooth 
small inaccuracy of registration of this area. Then filling was car-
ried out for areas of difference image where intensity was close to 
zero and dispersion on initial image was large (Figure 4). 
As output of the Bresenham algorithm edge points of filled area 
was also obtained and some of the edge points were selected to be 
apexes of a polygon in the model. In the given example (Figure 6) 
every 20th point was selected. 

      
Figure 4. Extraction of image areas corresponding to the planes. 

To include the area, found in image coordinates, into the model it 
was necessary to find 3D coordinates of its edge point. 
At first homography matrix, transforming coordinates of the fea-
ture points on the image into 2D coordinates on the found plane 

{ }ραα ,cos,cos yxP =  in three-dimension space, was found in 

the following way. The feature points on image are known, their 
3D coordinates are also known. But because of errors in coordi-
nates feature points (  in 3D space don’t lie on the found 
plane 

)zyx ,,
P  exactly. Therefore firstly they were projected to this 

plane P . Then their coordinates (  on the plane )',' yx P  was cal-
culated, for it coordinates system was graded into such system 
where the plane P  coincides with the plane Oxy : 
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Then homography matrix cuold found as in 3.1, and coordinates 
of edge point ( )yx,  on the plane P  could be found using this 
matrix. 

Plane parameters were found, so 3D coordinates ( )zyx ,,  of the 
edge point could be obtained by the formulas (7): 

xytxtx αρ cos1211 ++= , 

yytxty αρ cos21221 ++= , 

zytxtz αρ cos3231 ++=  

(7) 

Now the corresponding polygon could be included into the model 
(Figure 6). 

 
Figure 5. Model, obtained by triangulation. 

 
Figure 6. Model, constructed using proposed algorithm. 



5. CONCLUSION 

5.1 Complexity 
Complexity of the algorithm depends on a number of input fea-
ture points (because their searching was executed while hypothe-
sis building) and on a real number of planes on images (because 
the last stages were executed for every plane). While testing the 
number of points were 1500-4000 and the number of planes was 
1-3. A typical time of work of the non-optimized algorithm was 
0.5-1.5 minutes. 

5.2 Results 
Testing on the data, obtained by the method [5], showed that the 
algorithm determines belonging of points to planes correctly. Re-
finement of registration parameters and analysis of a difference 
image allow removing of model «wrinkleness» and widening of 
an area, corresponding to each plane, in comparison with a trian-
gulation (Figure 5). Points, that don’t satisfy a hypothesis, often 
turn out to be separated into clusters, allowing fragment-serial re-
finement of model. 
As a further development of the work finding of more compli-
cated models (like B-splines) for such clusters of point is in-
tended. After a building of approximations of surfaces, containing 
practically all 3D point, solving of the segmentation problem is 
intended like [11, 12], but starting from the good initial approxi-
mation and without confining within a case of rectify stereo. In a 
case of processing of more than two images, if more than two 
non-parallel planes were found, refinement of epipolar geometry 
and camera pose [1,13,14], based on refined homographies (3.2), 
is a subject of interest. 
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